
 

Young Indians(Yi) is an integral part of CII, formed in 2002 as a PAN India platform for young 
Indians to realize the dream of a developed nation. Through its programs and initiatives, it 
reaches out to millions of youth across the country with the clarion call to action of ‘We Can, We 
Wil’. Yi holds more than 2500 activities each year under the pillars of Youth Leadership, Nation 
Building and Thought Leadership, and connects with 14000+ students through its institutional 
network, ‘Yuva’. Yi is one of the founders of the G20 Young Entrepreneur’s Alliance & 
Commonwealth Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs (CAYE – A).  

The Yi membership across all chapters in India includes young progressive Indians between the 
age group of 21 & 40 and comprises of entrepreneurs, professionals and achievers from different 
walks of life. "To become the Voice of Young Indians Globally" being the vision of Yi, it provides 
a platform for young Indians & YUVA to participate in and contribute by becoming an integral 
part of the Indian growth story. Yi's work is divided primarily into three groups; "Youth 
Leadership", "Nation Building” and “Thought Leadership”. 

Under the Yi pillar of National Building, Project Masoom was conceived by CII Young Indians. Our 
objective is to keep children safe by creating awareness on child safety amongst young children, 
parents, teachers and other stake holders. Masoom was launched nationally in March 2015 by 
Shri Kailash Satyarthi, recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize and founder of the Bachpan Bachao 
Andolan with an objective to spread awareness on Child Sexual Abuse. We do this by working 
with children, parents, teachers and the public through workshops, rallies and campaigns. 

The key areas where we seek to create an understanding are: 

• That we all have a part to play in protecting all children 

• Even small actions can help to improve a child’s future 

• By building stronger communities, we are creating safer environments for our children  

We understand that we do not need to wait until a child has been abused or neglected before 
doing something. We work together as a community to STOP this from happening in the first 
place. 

We imagine a community where prevention is possible. Masoom’s mission is to ignite a 
movement for creating an environment where all children can grow up healthy and whole. 


